ROR: Proving trustworthiness as open infrastructure for organization identifiers

Transparent operations: open financial & governance info, DevOps docs, community policies, criteria for participation, etc.

Mission-consistent revenue generation: clear and public goals for fundraising based on services while keeping all data CC0.

Long-term guarantees: CC0 data, public data dump, open source code empower the community to maintain control.

#practicePOSI openscholarlyinfrastructure.org

The POSI framework

GOVERNANCE
- Coverage across the research enterprise
- Stakeholder Governed
- Non-discriminatory membership
- Transparent operations
- Cannot lobby
- Living will
- Formal incentives to fulfil mission & wind-down

SUSTAINABILITY
- Time-limited funds for time-limited activities
- Goal to generate surplus
- Goal to create contingency fund
- Mission-consistent revenue generation
- Revenue based on services, not data

INSURANCE
- Open source
- Open data
- Available data
- Patent non-assertion
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How would your (or your service providers’) infrastructure measure up to POSI?